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ABSTRACT
The increasingly popular notion of Anthropocene urges us to reflect and
review the role of the human, the Anthropos, as part of the planet earth. In
this context, tourism has been singled out as a global industry that is
driven by neoliberal economic principles and is inevitably intertwined in
the production of the Anthropocene. At the same time, tourism has been
adopted also as part of environmental governance and management,
aiming for a more sustainable economy. Based on the idea that
ecotourism contributes to the discourse of “nature” (and Anthropocene)
disruptively as well as productively in unsettling the normative ideas of
“nature” and “culture”, in this article I attempt to understand more
specifically how ecotourism may enable individuals' subject formation in
relation to the broader environmental discourse. Drawn on fieldwork in
Niru Village, Shangri-La, Southwest China, I employ a political ecology
approach and examine the ways individuals relate themselves to “nature”,
through a process of negotiation and exchange with others engaged in
ecotourism activities. The tourism encounters in Niru Village, therefore are
also embodied encounters of different environmental subjectivities.
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Introduction

In this paper I look at how, as recent studies discuss (Gren & Huijbens, 2014, 2016; Huijbens & Gren,
2016; Moore, 2015), the notion of Anthropocene may help us make sense of the Earth through tour-
ism practices and development. Derived from the natural sciences, the notion of Anthropocene is
proposed for naming the new geological epoch in which “the Anthropos”, humanity, is the main
operating force (Crutzen, 2002; Crutzen & Stoermer, 2000; Zalasiewicz et al., 2011). Condensing all dis-
parate environmental crises into a single word (Davies, 2016), the Anthropocene once again evokes
familiar themes such as sustainability, conservation and resilience within the studies of sustainable
tourism (Hall, 2016; Svensson, S€orlin, & Wormbs, 2016). Immediate responses regarding the relation-
ship between tourism and the Anthropocene are often directed at the most apparently relevant ele-
ments in the tourism industry, such as energy and resource consumption (Eijgelaar, Amelung, &
Peeters, 2016) and the ethical behaviours of tourists and tourism operators (Baruchello, 2016; Kristof-
fersen, Norum, & Kramvig, 2016). What is more relevant, yet less discussed, is how the Anthropocene
on local levels is shaping our perception, decision-making processes and actions in tourism studies
and practices.

This article therefore draws attention to local villagers and tourists who took part in my 2013 eth-
nographic fieldwork in Niru Village, Shangri-La City, Southwest China. Remote from the global centres
where discourses on the Anthropocene are forming, Niru Village nevertheless offers local accounts of
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it in how the villagers show their awareness regarding recent natural disasters and environmental
degradations. However, as I will discuss below, this awareness is illustrated through the villagers’
increasing interactions with tourists and their other involvements in the local tourism development.
I will then elaborate on individuals’ ideas and attitudes towards “nature” and how they form certain
sets of environmental subjectivities, or social formations, mediated through ecotourism practices.
Fifty-three kilometres from the central town of Shangri-La, Niru villagers have historically depended
on the forest resource and have developed a semi-farming, semi-grazing, structured economy;
although, in recent years, this economy has taken a turn towards tourism. In contrast to the well-
established ecotourism products in Shangri-La City (thanks to its name-changing strategy), such as
Pudacuo National Park and Dukezong Old Town, Niru Village has struggled and finally come up with
a niche with which to brand itself, as “Shangri-La's backyard” (xianggelila de houhuayuan) (Zhang &
Tucker, 2018). During the process of developing ecotourism products, individuals are brought
together in Niru Village as tourists and hosts, who may articulate differently on the subject of “nature”
yet are somehow able to exchange and negotiate these differences through their tourism
encounters.

I have argued, from a poststructuralist political ecology perspective (Zhang, 2016b), that people as
carriers of ideas and ideologies are crucial players in the hybridization of different regimes of
“nature”. This means that tourism (and tourism destinations) should always be viewed within a
vibrant environmental discourse, since individuals constantly mingle and negotiate with their biolog-
ical and social others through tourism products at tourism destinations (Zhang, 2016a). Bearing this
in mind, in this article I see and use the notion of Anthropocene as further adding to the ever-
expanding forms of discourse on “nature”, both deriving from and contributing to these discourses.
In other words, I believe the significance of the term Anthropocene lies more in opening new ways
of understanding and responding to the modern ecological catastrophe than in accurately defining
the geological epoch.

Thus, this study seeks to contribute not simply to the growing literature on tourism and the
Anthropocene, but more generally to the long-existing discussions on tourism and environmental
discourse. This is done in three aspects. First, with the intention of bringing forward the individual
perceptions of and engagements with the broader environmental discourses, I look at environmen-
tal subjectivities from a political ecology perspective. Environmental subjectivities address the for-
mation process of how individuals construct and reconstruct a set of discursive relationships with
“nature”. Second, the focus on environmental subjectivities provides local contexts within which
the metanarratives of environmental discourses, such as Anthropocene, operate. This will help us
understand how new possibilities of subjectivities appear when people's livelihood and lifestyle are
challenged in a context of large-scale modern practices and development. In the case of Niru Vil-
lage, increasing social mobilization and the introduction of new conservation policies and technolo-
gies offer an opportunity for a re-examination of people's ideas about the role of “nature” that
closely interrogates the binaries of nature/culture and Indigenous/modern. Finally, studying envi-
ronmental subjectivities may shed light on new collaborations that emerge from individual encoun-
ters. This in turn will elucidate the diversity that has always existed and contributed to
environmental discourses.

Political ecology of tourism in the Anthropocene

In Castree's (2014a, 2014b, 2014c) trio of Anthropocene papers, he presents a comprehensive pic-
ture of the concept's past, present and future. In a nutshell, Anthropocene was coined by Eugene
Stoermer in the 1980s, and then gained prominence when Nobel Prize-winning atmospheric sci-
entist Paul Crutzen proposed that, after the Holocene epoch, the Anthropocene is the new era,
with humans being the predominant force shaping the Earth's surface (Crutzen, 2002; Crutzen &
Stoermer, 2000; Zalasiewicz et al., 2011). While the term remains to be verified within geological
and environmental sciences, its symbolic charge and popular appeal have long since left behind
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the verification processes of natural science, and the term has gained increasing credence both
within and outside academia. As Castree (2014a) notes, the term can be seen as “a new, more
graphic way to frame an existing idea, namely, that of ‘global environmental change’ caused by
human activities and extending in causes and effect beyond climate change” (p. 441). Purdy
(2015) rightly points out that the term Anthropocene is similar to “the environment”, which
gained prominence in the 1960s, and is a call to take responsibility for a changing planet (p. 4).
In a sense, Anthropocene urges us to reflect on and review the role of the human, the Anthropos,
as part of planet Earth, from local community policies to global industrial franchises. In this con-
text, tourism has been singled out as a global industry that is driven by neoliberal economic prin-
ciples and is inevitably intertwined in the making of the Anthropocene (Eijgelaar et al., 2016; Hall,
2016). At the same time, tourism has also been adopted as part of environmental governance
and management, aiming for a more sustainable economy (there are many examples of this in
the Journal of Sustainable Tourism). Haraway (2015) proposes that our job as world citizens is to
“make the Anthropocene as short as possible and to cultivate with each other in every way imag-
inable epochs to come that can replenish refuge” (p. 160). What tourism can contribute in fulfill-
ing this task is intriguing.

As mentioned above, recent works within tourism studies have begun to outline tourism's plane-
tary impacts (Eijgelaar et al., 2016; Hall, 2016) and how an Anthropocene ethics can be mediated
through nature-based tourism practices (Kristoffersen et al., 2016) and tourism destinations that
provide different understandings of landscape (Svensson et al., 2016). To problematize the seem-
ingly straightforward role tourism plays in the Anthropocene, several scholars have explored the
question through different approaches in order to address the responsibilities tourism may take on
in the proposed epoch. J�ohannesson, Ren, and Van Der Duim (2016) employ Actor Network Theory,
regarding tourism encounters as being produced, and producing, within the complex and frag-
mented notion of the Earth. In a similar vein, J€onsson (2016) argues that the abstraction and gener-
ality of the idea of Anthropocene can be problematic when simply added as a background in
tourism studies, as it is the particular processes in environmental transformations that tell stories
about power relations and inequalities within tourism development. It is through a focus on the
particularities that we, as tourism researchers, can address tourism's responsibilities in the Anthro-
pocene and what comes after.

Following a line of argument similar to J€onsson (2016) and J�ohannesson et al. (2016), in this
paper I employ political ecology to scrutinize some particular encounters among individuals and
their environments, enabled by ecotourism, in Niru Village, Shangri-La, Southwest China. Political
ecology frameworks have been used to conceptualize and contextualize tourism within the dis-
course of environment (Mostafanezhad, Norum, Shelton, & Thompson-Carr, 2016; Nepal & Saarinen,
2016; Stonich, 1998). Historically situated and place-based, political ecology frameworks are useful
in examining relationships between and across actors at different scales within tourism practices,
and can help us tackle the intricate dilemmas existing within sustainable tourism as an alternative
form of development (Mostafanezhad et al., 2016). A growing body of literature investigates the
position of nature-based tourism in green economies and green governmentality (Law, De Lacy,
Lipman, & Jiang, 2016; Reddy & Wilkes, 2015). However, I have suggested that it is important to
also recognize the poststructuralist elements in political ecology and to rethink ecotourism within
the local-global and nature-culture dialectics (Zhang, 2016b); that is, to consider ecotourism as a
constant hybridization of different regimes and ideologies of “nature” and to recognize tourism's
contribution to the discourse of “nature” (and Anthropocene) as disruptive, but also productive, in
unsettling the normative ideas of “nature” and “culture” (Zhang, 2016b). One way to understand
how this process is realized is to examine the ways individuals relate to “nature”, through negotia-
tion and exchange with others in tourism activities. Therefore, in this paper, I specifically explore
the process of negotiating, and interaction between, the assemblages of ideas, attitudes and
actions, which, in political ecology studies, is contained within the concept of environmental
subjectivity.
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Tourism and environmental subjects in Niru Village, Shangri-La City, Southwest China

Here, my analysis is based on stories from a village located in the rural area of Shangri-La City, South-
west China. Since its name change (and tourism branding) in 2001, Shangri-La City has attracted a
great deal of attention from tourists and researchers alike. Since the establishment of the People's
Republic, Shangri-La and its surrounding regions, together with other peripherals, have acted as raw
material suppliers for infrastructure development in the coastal areas. The exploitation of natural
resources led to increasing numbers of natural disasters and eventually a devastating flood of the
Yangtze River in 1998, claiming thousands of people's lives and causing tremendous economic loss
(Zhao & Shao, 2002). Following this was a logging ban by the central government, and a series of pol-
icies and plans to install a “green economy”, of which tourism is a crucial part, to provide substitute
income (Mu, Yang, & Zhou, 2007). Now, millions of tourists visit in order to admire and worship the
alpine grassland, Snow Mountains and grand gorges.

The historical background of (eco)tourism development in Shangri-La, in combination with a top-
down approach of conservation, reflects what Xu, Cui, Sofield, and Li (2014) maintain in their paper,
that ecotourism development in China is closely associated with the country's progression towards
modernity and is strongly influenced by global environmental movements. In this context, ecotour-
ism products are often packaged with introduced Western forms of conservation, such as national
parks, which also introduces a dilemma as it is weaved in the building of an “ecological state” in
China (Zinda, 2014). It has been increasingly recognized that the current ecotourism management
model in China is based on Western ideas of human–nature relations and could be more efficient if it
integrated traditional Chinese culture, or sacred ecological knowledge (that is, beyond ethnic Han
Chinese), into conservational tools (Grumbine & Xu, 2011; Xu et al., 2005, 2014). Such discussions are
again part of the environmental discourses in which a hybridization of different regimes of “nature”
is constantly happening. It is important to remember here that economic and ecological transforma-
tions are carried out through tourism.

Located within this context of tourism development, Niru Village caught my attention during my
2013 fieldwork in Pudacuo National Park in Shangri-La. As a consequence of a shift from the logging
industry towards a tourism-oriented economy, Pudacuo National Park, a 50-minute drive from the
central town of Shangri-La, was established in 2007 as the first national park in Mainland China.
Because of its geographic proximity and the ecological compensation agreement the park made
with nearby villages, some villagers from Niru Village were given jobs as bus drivers and bus inter-
preters in Pudacuo. I got to know one of the bus drivers, and he and his family introduced me to the
village. While Niru Village has also experienced the ecological and economic transformation as a gen-
eral result of China's environmental governance, the desire for and interest in tourism development
have been greatly influenced by the opening of Pudacuo National Park. First and foremost, the park
demonstrates a shift in the regional economy, which makes nearby villages like Niru Village acutely
aware of the possibilities offered by tourism. Second, the economic success of the park affects the
incomes of the Niru villagers in both direct and indirect ways; and as I will discuss later, this generates
both hope and frustration in terms of how much the villagers can participate in their own “tourism
dream” (Zhang & Tucker, in press). Last but not least, combining a protected area and ecotourism,
Pudacuo National Park exemplifies that “nature” can make money in a less destructive way. Together
with other events, this brings the metanarrative of environmental changes closer to local villagers’
everyday life.

Fifty-three kilometres from the central town of Shangri-La (Compilation Committee of Luoji Town-
ship Annals, 2007), Niru Village covers 406 km2; however, only 0.16% of this area is arable (Lu, 2005).
All villagers in Niru Village are ethnic Tibetans, making it the only solely Tibetan-populated village in
Luoji town, and the largest Tibetan-populated village in Shangri-La. Six hundred and forty-three vil-
lagers live in 108 households in three village groups, namely Nizhong, Baizhong and Pula (Compila-
tion Committee of Luoji Township Annals, 2007). Historically reliant on the forest resource, farming
and husbandry, the villagers in Niru Village have built their knowledge, beliefs and everyday life
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around their interconnections with the environment. As mentioned above, the recent tourism devel-
opment, such as Pudacuo National Park in Shangri-La, has nevertheless permeated Niru Village; how-
ever, it is a process not without its hitches.

While the tourism in Shangri-La has developed rather dramatically (Hillman, 2003; Kola
�
s, 2008),

Niru Village struggles to attract tourists even while packaging its remoteness and wilderness with
other types of place-branding. Before 2002, there was no road to the village. The inaccessibility, and
thus the undisturbed originality, caused the village to be selected by the regional government in
order to showcase the universal value of an ecological environment to the UNESCO investigation
team in the process of applying for the region to be named a natural World Heritage Site (Yang,
2012). The UNESCO team's visit to Niru Village played a major role in the successful listing of the
Three Parallel Rivers of Yunnan-Protected Areas, but the tourism development promised in the local
government's rhetoric has not been realized to the extent of the villagers’ anticipation (Zhang &
Tucker, in press). Indeed, the villagers were not only disappointed by the fact that fewer tourists than
expected travel to Niru Village, but were also confused about whether or not the application for the
UNESCO listing had been approved. Zhang and Tucker (2017) argue that the UNESCO outstanding
universal values criteria have singularly prioritized the physical and biological aspects of the local
environment, which is a dualistic view of “nature” the local villagers do not share. Consequently, this
dualism influenced the selection process and the construction of identities at the local level.
Although Niru villagers were proud that their village was selected for the UNESCO visit, thus allowing
them to identify themselves as “Niru Tibetans”, they soon realized that UNESCO does not see “cul-
ture” and “intangible heritage” as part of the celebrated universal values of natural heritage. As I
observed in my fieldwork, identity construction is thus shifted in an environmental direction, through
which the local villagers can negotiate with the dominant discourse on “nature” as illustrated in the
outstanding universal values.

The very move of changing the direction of self-identification, together with the will to negotiate
with the broader environmental discourse, can be formulated using one of the themes within politi-
cal ecology, namely the “environmental subject” (Robbins, 2012). Broadly speaking, the topics of envi-
ronmental subject explore “the way that people's behaviours and livelihoods (their actions) within
ecologies influence what they think about the environment (their ideas), which in turn influences
who they think they are (their identities)” (Robbins, 2012, p. 216). There is only one space and one
world that all people are dwelling in, but the way of engaging with the world is never fixed and sin-
gular. Working in a poststructuralist direction, Agarwal (2005) suggests that, although practices are
always situated in the context of a construct of expectations and obligation and political relations,
“to point to the situatedness of practices and beliefs is not to grant social context a deterministic
influence on practice and subjectivity. Rather, it is to ground the relationship among structure, prac-
tice, and subjectivity on evidence and investigative possibilities” (p. 172). Such an interpretation
opens up the endless circle of the producing and the produced. Robbins (2012) suggests that engag-
ing with theories of subject is crucial for a better understanding of how certain environmental actions
and identities fit together as the products of power. In the process of production, “the subject” often
becomes a vague entity, for there is never a point at which we can regard “the subject” as a fixed sta-
tus; rather, it is always in the process of formation. Fletcher (2014, pp. 61–62) implies that Foucault's
theories on subjectivation (Foucault, 1983) may be read in a dialectical way: the internalized subjec-
tivity can be exercised and transformed into a set of future subjectivities that either consent to or
diverge from the formal “pre-existing subjectivity.”

To better understand and articulate this process, I will examine the narratives from my informants
in relation to recent discussion of the notion of “the Green Tibetan.” Originally emerging in the 1980s
(Huber, 1997, 2001), “the Green Tibetan” re-emerged in the late 1990s and early 2000s as a “a rapid
mobilization of international and domestic environmentalists and transnational investors is accompa-
nied by intensive Chinese and foreign scholarship, media coverage, and explosive growth in tourism”
in northwest Yunnan (Coggins & Zeren, 2014, p. 211; Litzinger, 2004; Moseley & Mullen, 2014; Yeh,
2014). In short, “the Green Tibetan” is a set of representations in which Tibetans are perceived as
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resourceful in their ecological knowledge and their harmonious ways of living with nature (Huber,
1997). However, the recent trend of using the term addresses more the connection between environ-
mental awareness and the local Tibetan ethnic identity.

Some methodological notes should be made here. Although the bulk of my ethnographic field-
work was conducted between April and October 2013, other field trips both before and after have
also contributed to my understanding of the context of tourism development in Shangri-La and Niru
Village. Pursuing ethnographic research in Niru Village, engaging with people and their environment,
meant I had to situate myself, and others, in a culturally, socially and politically constructed setting.
However, situating does not mean the ethnography is framed within a particular period of time or
location. Keeping in mind the ever-present ethical dilemmas, the ethnography started even before
I was physically in Shangri-La and Niru Village, and continued to demand my attention and devotion
well after I had physically left these places. My belief that human experiences and meaning-making
are rooted in people's interpretations, activities and interactions involving themselves and others has
resulted in the intersubjective nature of this study. In Niru Village I was a “Jia”, which means outsider,
visitor, tourist and ethnic Han all at once. In order to make myself familiar to my informants I lived
with a local family, engaged in daily chores, and worked with them in the fields. This familiarity even-
tually helped me gain access to other families/individuals in Niru Village. Once I was more familiar
with the villagers, I was able to openly engage in participant observation and interviews.

Tourism encounters in Niru village

After the series of natural disasters mentioned above, and due to overexploitation, the central gov-
ernment started adopting tourism as a way to turn the economy green. Starting in the late 1990s,
the ecotourism development gained increasing support and investment from the state, as well as
from international environmental organizations, often working closely with nature reserves and later
through a new model of national parks (Zhang, 2013). The idea of tourism as a sustainable alternative
economic activity has now been transformed into the everyday discourse of Shangri-La's tourism
development (Zhang, 2016a). In Niru Village, the changing ways of utilizing natural resources, and
the pending worries and concerns about the natural environment, continue to shape the villagers’
daily discussion topics and practices. For example, unusual natural events are often mentioned to
express their worries, and nearby mining constructions have always been a concern because of their
negative impacts on the environment. As noted in the notion of “the Green Tibetan”, local villagers
in Niru Village have closely coexisted with nonhuman beings for generations and the local religion,
Bon, still spiritually influences their ideas of “nature”; thus, disturbing nature is both spiritually and
physically unacceptable. However, as Woodhouse et al. (2015) suggest, there is a more complex pic-
ture available concerning the potential collaboration between local geopiety and environmental pro-
tection, and “local people should be able to negotiate and engage in the terms for conservation and
natural resource management themselves” (p. 305). Below are three sets of events, narratives and
scenarios of tourism encounters around Niru Village. Through retelling these narratives, and reading
them alongside the notion of “the Green Tibetan”, I attempt to shed light on how tourism can be a
productive space for the villagers to represent and remake their environmental subjectivities and,
consequently, contribute back to the environmental discourse.

The checkpoint

My first visit to Niru Village was with Wu, a key informant in my fieldwork in Pudacuo National Park
and later my host in Niru Village. After several hours traveling on the road, Wu stopped his minivan
in front of a checkpoint, made from a spruce trunk. A tent was set up beside the checkpoint and two
villagers came out, smiling and talking to Wu in Tibetan. Following Wu, I stepped out of the minivan.
The two villagers nodded at me and asked Wu who I was. Wu said “Jia!” to his village fellows. As we
entered the tent, Wu pointed at the spruce trunk and explained to me:
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This is the protection checkpoint we set up ourselves. Because in Niru we still have so many endangered species,
like animals, plants and medicinal vegetation, there are many people from outside who come in for poaching
and illegal logging. So we set up this tent to scan every vehicle coming and going, every day, day and night.
Every household sends one person, and three people take turns staying here for three days. We've done this for
many years. The villagers had a meeting to discuss the system and voted to pass it. It's all voluntary.

I listened, and was intrigued. Inside the tent it was dark and simple, with a small fire and some
sleeping mats lying around. I asked if they really did this every day. Wu replied quickly “Of course!
Those thieves have stolen too much from us so we had to do something. Ever since we built this
checkpoint the poaching is much less.” I nodded. At this point, he asked me meaningfully:

What do you think of this? Shouldn't you say that we have very good environmental awareness?

Pondering the purpose of his questions, I responded with positivity, “Yes! It's very good, very pio-
neering, and very strong environmental awareness!”Wu seemed satisfied, but still wore a bitter smile
on his face, saying:

It won't last very long if there's no further development.

At first glance, Wu presented a voluntary and genuine stewardship of villagers regarding their
“nature”, just like the “Green Tibetan” notion would suggest. But the Tibetan Buddhism explanation
is absent. In 2000, the Natural Forest Conservation Program was launched, as a 10-year programme
to completely ban logging across 41.8 million hectares of natural forest, including the area where
Niru Village is located. The villagers are allowed to take only limited amount of wood for their own
house building, but are still allowed to harvest mushrooms and herbs in the forest (those which are
economically valuable). Thus, from a localism logic, it is understandable that they want to guard the
natural resources.

However, more layers are added by Wu's questions about environmental awareness and his com-
ment that it would not last long, especially when put in the context of sustainable development.
From what Wu presented, the natural resources in Niru Village's territory need to be guarded for their
potential economic value; but based on what measurement? Having worked in Pudacuo National
Park for many years, and interacted with many tourists from big cities, Wu is very familiar with the
modern concept of conservation and its combination with ecotourism. Thus, it is very likely that it
has become part of his perception that nature can be utilized not only as raw materials but also as
aesthetic entities. Wu's concern for no further development involved the low number of tourists com-
ing to Niru Village. Having “environmental awareness”, in his opinion, must be attractive to me as a
tourist. When he subtly lamented that the self-organized conservation would not last long, he was
actually expressing a will to realize the economic value of the natural resources through ecotourism.
In this context, “the Green Tibetan” is presented as the conventional/normative environmentalist
thinking. And, later, after talking more with the villagers about the checkpoint, I realized many of
them, especially young people, do not share the wish to “do something with the natural resources.”
For example, I heard comments like:

When it was bad (outsiders’ poaching) before, it was necessary to do something. Now that it's gotten better it's
kind of a waste of time to do it.…better to use our time and energy to do something else.

These are doubts as to the necessity of guarding their forests and resources. But what is this
“something else” that is more valuable? Many suggested it would be tourism. And when I posed the
question “What is a good life for you?” to many villagers in different circumstances, one of the
answers I heard many times was:

City people want to come here, and we want to go to the city.

Here, they are referring directly to tourists from big cities. Although only a few hundred tourists
come to Niru Village every year, the Niru villagers want to be more engaged with tourism and to gen-
erate new ways of expressing themselves. Not only are they saying “what they want”; they are also
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juxtaposing this with “what other people want.” The juxtaposition of “city people” and “we” creates a
contrast, a tension and eventually an irony. The irony between city people and the villagers is
reflected in the acute awareness of the villagers regarding the great paradox in ecotourism – that
one person's desire to escape the urban reality is used to fulfil another's desire to obtain an urban
lifestyle.

Yet, there is still a negotiation process between modern and Indigenous ideas of “nature”. Later, it
became clear that Wu holds an important position in the religious and spiritual practices in Niru Vil-
lage. However, when the checkpoint episode happened I was merely a tourist and a visitor to the vil-
lage, and Wu did not talk about the spiritual connections between the villagers and “nature”. Rather,
he chose to communicate in terms he assumed would be more familiar to me – talking about
“environmental awareness”, “ecological village” and so on. For him, “nature” is spiritual, economic,
and social all at once; therefore, his subjectivities are much richer than what “the Green Tibetan”
alone would represent. He is perhaps proud of his culture, but somehow feels shame at the lack of
development in Niru Village. His beliefs, knowledge, experiences and assumptions regarding others’
perceptions of “nature” were interrelated and displayed through his encounter with me, a tourist.

Against the background of the Anthropocene, environmental activism seems to be more logical
than ever. However, the story of the checkpoint shows that different views may exist at the local
level. In contrast to the protests in the Qinghai–Tibetan Plateau (Liu, 2012), reported in chinadialogue,
whereby local residents refused to have tourism development on their sacred lake, Niru villagers look
forward to a new method in order to upgrade their quality of life, possibly engaging with the “inte-
gration of Indigenous knowledge and conservation”, or “the Green Tibetan.”

“Constructing beauty”

If the story of the checkpoint reflects a process of negotiating and expressing ideas about “nature” (or
values of nature) between Wu as a host and me as a tourist, my conversations with Uncle Denzeng in
Niru Village present another understanding of this process, but among the villagers. Operating a fam-
ily tourism business with his son and daughter-in-law, Uncle Denzeng was one of the first people in
Niru Village to start developing tourism, as he describes:

Many tourists came in 2002 and 2003. There was nowhere for them to live back then, so we arranged for them to
camp in the schoolyard. I was still working in town, but I already knew I wanted to do this (tourism)…The most
important thing is to protect the environment (because) that's what tourists want to see. But every time I talked
about environmental issues at village meetings, people were upset and against me. They said, “We have to fetch
firewood, build houses, feed cows!” I told them that protecting nature is good for them. But they didn't under-
stand it. They cannot think. They don't have scientific knowledge.

Again, the environmental protection Uncle Denzeng advocated here can be interpreted as what
“the Green Tibetan” entails, but here he openly criticized other Tibetan villagers and regarded them
as backward. Knowing that many of the practices he criticized were in fact carried out in a sustainable
manner before the 1950s, when the logging industry changed people's ways of living, I nevertheless
asked Uncle Denzeng if there was an element of tradition at play there. He asserted that it should
nevertheless not be excused, and that it was the village cadres who were to blame. According to
him, none of the cadres were creative and innovative enough to lead the villagers to a better life.
“What is a better life?” I asked him. He answered:

A better life is to follow what the central government requires, for example, now there's a national project to pro-
mote “Beautiful China (m�eil�ızhonggu�o)” and “Beautify Villages (m�eil�ıxiangcun).” First, it has to be beautiful people.
But people here can never be beautiful. So what can we do? We have to make nature beautiful. We need to do a
lot of things to do that. Replanting those trees that were cut before, and not littering, etc.…we have to construct
beauty (z�aom�ei). Otherwise, people come here and they've read on the Internet that Niru is “Heaven on Earth,
the last paradise, the real Shangri-La” and then they see that the reality is like this – dusty, ugly and empty… In
the winter, the whole village is grey and dusty. I've heard many tourists say that the reality was different from
what they expected, and this is ridiculous.
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It is obvious here that Uncle Denzeng was influenced by the official regime of romanticizing rural
areas, as well as believing he knew tourists’ views on what Niru Village should be like. This led to his
emphasis of the phrase “construct beauty”, particularly when related to “natural beauty.” As a local-
born Tibetan, Uncle Denzeng went to work in town at a young age and came home after he had
retired. He seemed to have rather negative opinions of his fellow villagers regarding how they handle
“nature”, and the “traditional way of living”, and felt the self-contented lifestyle is backward. Viewing
traditional resource management as constraining people in the position of being regulated, Uncle
Denzeng advocated a more active position entailing the villagers regulating their own environment.
As an innovator in the village, he tried to appropriate not only his own home environment but also
the village's surroundings. For instance, he made road signs to direct tourists to the right trek to a
lake, on which he signed “made by Denzeng”. He believed that improving the facilities is fundamen-
tal for ensuring that tourists are satisfied and that exploring the beauty of “nature” will, in turn, help
the village become a better place and help the villagers have a better life.

However, other villagers expressed rather different views on Uncle Denzeng's business, which
today attracts nearly a thousand tourists per year. The villagers claimed that local rubbish had been
discarded by Uncle Denzeng's tourists rather than by them. One villager stated: “And they talk loudly
and shout when they go to our sacred sites.” “That's absolutely forbidden, the gods will be angry and
our crops will grow poorly!” Interestingly, these villagers were also using the “nature” argument to
negotiate what tourism should be like. For these villagers, tourists are welcome but must follow cer-
tain rules. We can thus see “the Green Tibetan” operating here as well, with an emphasis on the
“Tibetan” part. The villagers’ complaints also revealed that it was Uncle Denzeng's attitude that was
the most provocative to them, as he spoke as if he knew best. Uncle Denzeng was not the only one
trying to develop tourism entrepreneurship, but he was not approved of because he differentiated
himself from the other villagers, portraying himself as “cultivated” and “modern” and the others as
“uneducated” and “premodern”. The other villagers also took offence at his appropriating the envi-
ronment and turning it into what tourists wanted to perceive and experience. In other words, Uncle
Denzeng was trying to “modernize” and “ecologize” the village into a metropolitan tourist's product
for so-called green consumption, and the villagers’ narratives in fact indicate a willingness to negoti-
ate and take part in the place-making process.

It is useful to pause here for a moment; when Uncle Denzeng talked about “making beauty” and
“constructing nature”, was he acting as the agent that was going to construct nature, or had he been
enticed by the subject position of “constructing nature”? Like Wu, Uncle Denzeng promoted the idea
of ecotourism, but unlike Wu's ambiguous position between traditional and modern, Uncle Denzeng
was explicit in expressing his willingness to change the villagers’ current livelihoods, even the
human–nature relationship in the traditional sense.

Uncle Denzeng's story is informative, and shows that within a seemingly self-regulated commu-
nity dramatically different opinions can be generated. While Uncle Denzeng is aware of the external
“reality” – that tourists desire a remote and pure “nature” experience – the villagers seem to have dif-
ficulty taking in the whole package of ecotourism, which entails some ideas implying that their way
of life is backward and primitive. Also, it shows that through the process of negotiating with other vil-
lagers, Uncle Denzeng identifies more with the “scientific” way of relating to nature. When asked
about the local deities residing in the mountains and rivers, he said “if throwing rubbish in the moun-
tains didn't give them (the villagers) bad luck, perhaps there's no god then”, at once rationalizing and
deconstructing their beliefs. The story of Uncle Denzeng presents us with a complicated process of
translating environmental discourse into local contexts, and identifies the tensions involved in this
process.

Niru village, the real Shangri-La

During my stay in Niru Village I talked with a small number of tourists, and majority of them men-
tioned “the real Shangri-La.” Some of the tourists who come to Shangri-La are disappointed at the
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“inauthentic” tourism experiences in the centre of town, where activities are commercially packaged
and staged, and thus search elsewhere for “the real Shangri-La.” Others, who had heard of or experi-
enced the commercialization in Shangri-La and were thus searching for “the real Shangri-La”, found
Yading, a nearby village on the border of Sichuan Province and Yunnan Province. Yading Village is
home to three holy Snow Mountains. Visitors have to cross several mountains to get there, and Niru
is normally the starting point. In Niru Village I met a tourist from Guangzhou City, one of the biggest
cities in China. He said:

Actually I'd heard of Niru before I came to Shangri-La. I knew you could go to Yading by mountain treks, and to
do that you have to start from Niru. I wasn't interested in touristic activities in Shangri-La. The real Shangri-La is in
less exploited areas, for example Niru or Yading.

Interestingly, Niru has become known for both the inauthentic experiences in official “Shangri-
La” as well as the imagined authentic experience in “the real Shangri-La.” Since Yading has been
imagined and promoted as “the real Shangri-La”, after the renaming of Zhongdian, it has experi-
enced growing visitation from international and domestic tourists. It is recorded elsewhere that
villagers in Yading have considerably changed their lifestyle (Guo, 2012). It now seems that Niru
is becoming another alternative to Yading; villagers know that city people appreciate Niru's
beauty and charm, and are also highly aware of the air pollution and lack of natural aesthetics in
the big cities, making tourists flee to places like Niru. I often heard villagers imitate tourists’ excla-
mations, such as “I wish I could live here forever!” and “Let me die here drunk!” The villagers, on
the one hand, find such expressions ridiculous. On the other hand, they understand tourists as
having great demands as well as generating tremendous value from the very “being” of the vil-
lage. Learning that I was going to stay in Niru Village for three months, a young villager
commented:

That's insane. I can't stand to be here even one more day. But I know you people are here to enjoy your leisure
time, right? Many tourists come here for that. They do nothing, just sleep and stare into the air!

The sense of boredom expressed above needs to be read in context. Here, the young villager tried
to make sense of the city tourists who would come all the way to Niru and “do nothing”. For him it is
at the same time both a peculiar idea and novel, perhaps even resembling modernity. I have also
observed other villagers, very often young ones, copying tourists’ ways of dressing, and sometimes
also their ideas of traveling. One day, after having been in the village for about two months, I asked
the younger son in my host family if I could accompany him to the family's pasture up in the moun-
tains. He agreed. The next day he asked to borrow my 50 L backpack and filled it with snacks, Coca
Cola and other mountaineer gear he had collected. Carrying my backpack and holding a walking stick
he had gotten from an American tourist who had stayed in the family house, he looked like a moun-
taineer. Smiling, and posing to my camera, he joked, “I'm a tourist!”

My friend's temporarily enacting the performance of “the tourist” is more than mimicry; it also
shows the process of his forming an identity through othering himself from his own local social con-
text. This does not mean he feels he belongs in city life but rather, as he later expressed, that he feels
pulled in different directions:

Every time I get to town I feel tired after just a short while. There's nothing I can do there in town. I prefer to be in
the mountains. I can stay up in the mountains several days. In the mountains I feel free. But whenever my friends
ask me if I want to go to town, I can't resist.

In this reflective way, he expressed his sense of belonging to the mountains, as opposed to the
city. But his performance of a hiker exposes another layer of his subjectivities – that to fully express
his sense of belonging he sometimes needs to become someone else (the tourist). However, this is
not to say he is simply influenced by another culture, but rather that his awareness of the contrast
between city and village life enables him to represent himself in a different way. The way the villagers
express themselves also influences outsiders, who sometimes hold stereotypical views on things.
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Another young woman, who had studied in Shangri-La for several years and returned to Niru Village
in 2012, said:

Life is different in the city. Many people asked me if I could get used to the village life again. The first year (after I
came back) was a bit hard. But now I'm totally used to life in the village. I even think it's quite good. We grow our
own vegetables and grains, and feed our own animals. We have a house and live with our families. We live close
to the holy mountains. I feel pretty happy here.

This woman and my friend both seem to be connected to the local environment in an emotional
way, perhaps mirroring the Western image of sublime nature as well as the ecological thinking within
Tibetan Buddhism. Esler (2016) observes that some Tibetans have internalized the image that Tibetan
Buddhism and the traditional lifestyle in Tibetan areas are superstitious and backward; however, the
recent promotion of Tibetan geopiety in environmental protection (such as in the rise of “the Green
Tibetan”) has made more Tibetans feel a sense of a superiority of their culture. I would add here that
new environmental subjectivities are constantly in the making, and that the sense of belonging or
pride can come from a mix of ideas, just as Yeh (2014b) suggests: “The Green Tibetan was…not
merely a top-down imposition by transnational conservation organization; rather, it was forged out
of the production of local and translocal Tibetan interests and identities arising out of radically differ-
ent frameworks and communities” (p. 265).

Furthermore, the young woman's narrative above shows that the formation of new environmental
subjectivities is a two-way process: after experiencing different environments and the interaction and
exchange between radically different frameworks, she needs to find a new position in life for herself.
Her feeling happy after going through a period of hard times reflects her adoption of a new under-
standing of herself and of her relationship with the environment. Although her reaction is the oppo-
site of that of the other villager, who complained about the boring life in the village, the girl's
representation of a good lifestyle in the village similarly presents how she internalized and made use
of the imaginaries of the “ecological life” city people dream about. Meanwhile, these new under-
standings cast new influences and contributions back to the externally generated representations of
the environment; as she talked to me, her multifaceted subjectivities challenged the earlier statement
that “city people want to come here and we want to go to the city”, which again indicates the com-
plexity and dynamic nature of subject formation.

The process of subject formation and embodiment of the local residents in Niru Village in
response to “the Green Tibetan” is similar to the “translocal assemblage” Kumar (2014) theorizes. This
author describes how each of the different actors involved in protecting Niyamgiri holds diverse ide-
ologies, beliefs and priorities and, through choosing the aspects which fit their own ideologies and
contexts, transform each other and further develop each other's positions (Kumar, 2014). Lockwood
and Davidson (2010) also employ the theory of assemblage to describe how Australian natural
resource governance is a hybrid of three mentalities of government, namely neoliberalism, localism
and ecocentrism. The inevitable overlaps into each other's domains may cause conflicts and tensions,
but also provide opportunities for creating further emergent assemblages; an act which then allows
institutional and discursive spaces to be inserted into and used for intervening in different situations.

Discussion and conclusion

Moore (2015) criticizes the use of the notion of Anthropocene to generalize humanity as a homoge-
neous acting unit, and suggests that the new epoch instead be named Capitalocene, as the capitalist
way of dealing with nature has had more impact on the Earth than any set of actions has. Moore
(2017) also stresses that the starting date of capitalism should be the beginning of the era of Colum-
bus (1450), in order to include capitalism's early-modern origins, in which the first signs of landscape
transformation can be seen. However, while discussions on terminology are perhaps useful in regard
to what has happened in the past, they may not be as important concerning what will happen in the
future. Our current goal is to recognize what we have been living with now and will live with in the
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future. Such a goal may allow us to see that, due to the precarity we all live in and the collaborations
we all need for survival, capitalistic and alternative ways of dealing with nature are interdependent
on each other now more than ever before. As the discourses of environmental crisis, global environ-
mental change and, overall, the Anthropocene, permeate all corners of our lives, it is easy, by way of
remedy, to construct and essentialize a fixed Other. In the situation studied here, this fixed Other is
tourism, or “the Green Tibetan.” What we often forget is the space between the one and the Other,
where conflicts as well as positive possibilities may arise.

While the tourism development in Shangri-La can be seen as a result of organizing nature, it is also
an important medium through which to challenge the essentialized idea of nature/culture, and can
provide a space through which the villagers are able to present their environmental subjectivities as
multilayered and ever-changing. As the basic ideas within ecotourism are to combine nature conser-
vation and community-based development, brought together through a more general tourism indus-
try sector ecotourism is often used as a substitute to replace other staple, and stable, economies
(“Cheap Nature”, in Moore's (2015) terms), especially when the cost of the staple economies is no lon-
ger cheap and they are increasingly destructive. However, neither conservation nor ecotourism can
escape from the capitalist logic of utilizing “nature”. Instead, both emerge from the reduction of the
ecological surplus and, at the same time, still remain part of the capitalist system and thus continue
to contribute to the same exploitation of natural resources. Yet, as this paper has shown, all is not
clear. The exploration of what happens when individuals who have different environmental subjec-
tivities but are still enmeshed within tourism is still open and evolving. Producing compelling read-
ings of these encounters is challenging, but is also likely to be productive.

It is thus important to look at these encounters from new perspectives. Tsing (2015) proposes the
notion of contaminated diversity for how we might move forward in our thinking and doing, as we
face the global state of precarity: “We are contaminated by our encounters; they change who we are
as we make way for others…Everyone carries a history of contamination, purity is not an option” (p.
27). Recently, in a tourism context, Tucker (2017) suggests that we, too, should reflect on the phe-
nomenon of encounter-as-contamination, in order to recognize the open-endedness of indetermi-
nate encounters in tourism. In this article I have tried to show some of these embodied encounters
of different environmental subjectivities and the new meanings emerging from these encounters.
Similar to the process of contamination leading to diversity and collaboration, these encounters play
important roles for the constitution of future environmental subjects, through tourism.

In Niru Village, discussions relating to “nature” were often buried beneath other verbal exchanges
about daily chores and were clearly formulated only in limited contexts, with tourism acknowledged
as one of these day-to-day contexts. In relation to “nature”, the tourism encounters in Niru Village
present us with a complex and diverse process whereby the local villagers try to translate, appropri-
ate and negotiate the broader discourse of environment into their own ideas, actions and identities,
which is a process of (re)producing environmental subjectivities. In order to understand this process,
the recent notion of “the Green Tibetan” was read alongside my informants’ narratives. The villagers’
narratives illuminate different ways of negotiating the notion of “the Green Tibetan” with their own
previously existing and available subjectivities. While they were aware of this projection and its
potential benefits for the local economy, the villagers also actively took part in the projection through
their encounters with tourists as well as with their fellow villagers. What is happening in Niru Village
thus responds to the question posed at the beginning, regarding how the concept of Anthropocene
can help us make sense of the Earth through tourism (Gren & Huijbens, 2016). Although the grand
idea of the Anthropocene, in the local context, appears only to be vaguely manifest through people's
concerns over degrading nature, through tourism encounters the villagers may become more aware
of what is going on and make local-global connections of environmental changes.

To conclude, I suggest that the Anthropocene is best considered within the broader environmen-
tal discourses, of which sociocultural justice is also a part. While the most dramatically changing envi-
ronments are in the areas where the poorest populations live, the inhabitants do not always hold the
same ideas about sustainable development. However, tourism development does make villagers in
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even a remote village in Southwest China aware of conservation, and thus provides social space for
them to negotiate these terms for their own interests. Furthermore, different local contexts can pro-
vide more detailed and diversified examples of how the embodied encounters are enabled through
tourism, and allow us to better understand an inevitable process of negotiation and appropriation.
The political ecology approach will continue to be a useful tool for assisting the analysis in situated
contexts, while we should also note that even in places in the so-called developed (or “First”) world,
environmental and social transformations are happening and are affecting individuals in similar ways
as in less developed areas. Therefore, the intersecting field of ecotourism, environmental subjectiv-
ities and metanarratives emerging from environmental discourses (such as that of the Anthropocene)
can be a fruitful arena for future studies.
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